
West Bromwich started off with a 4-4-1-1 formation, which was good because they

have an equal focus on offence and defence. Whereas, Blackburn started off with a

4-2-3-1 formation which was more open and meant it took longer for others to push

forward and support attacks.

The baggies started off with a phenomenal first half with Fellows scoring at the 11th

minute with some help from Bartley. Soon after, in the 30th minute, Asante got hold of

the ball and used all of his power to cross it in the back of the net and made it 2-0.

In the 33rd minute Hyam had a chance to score and he took it to make the score 3-0

.The baggies thought that they could do even better so Fellows went ahead to try and

score but unlucky it curved wide. It was nearly half time and it was clear Blackburn

were getting frustrated from the baggies blocking most of their goals. However,

defensive mistakes from Kipre and Bartley saw both receive yellows just before the

half-time whistle.

In the second half, Carlos Corberan made some changes with Chalobah in and Swift out,

also Pipa in and Reach out. As soon as they started to play, the baggies were off, with

Wallace trying to score but unfortunately it was unsuccessful. A few minutes later Dike

had the chance but it was a shot that went just wide .You could tell that Albion were

becoming more confident and consistent with their shots. Blackburn realised that most

of their players were becoming tired as it wasn’t working for them so Jon Dahl

Tomasson made some changes with Wharton out and Costello in and Leonard out with

Gallagher in.

In the 60th minute Garrett scored to make it 3-1. Not long after, Asante got hold of

the ball and went towards the net to make another wonderful goal for Albion to make it

4-1. All of his power paid off because soon after there were more changes with

Wallace,Taylor and Dike in and Yokuslu,Kipre and Asante out. 6 additional minutes were

announced and everyone was hoping for one or two more goals before full time. All of

the shots were close but sadly not close enough to change the score.

It came to full time and before the match West brom had 42 points and now after a

remarkable match they ended with 45 points and still in 5th. Although Blackburn Rovers

had 32 points before the match and were 17th, the loss pushed them into 18th. During

the match you could see that West Brom showed some good teamwork and defence

which figured out why they achieved outstanding results.


